
 

Improved US data halts gold while supporting oil 
The first week of the last quarter brought a host of important economic data culminating with the 
US unemployment report which turned out to be better than expected with the unemployment 
rate dropping below eight percent for the first time since January 2009. This helped the general 
level of risk sentiment in the market and resulted in a weaker dollar and rising stock markets, 
while commodities were mixed.  
 

 
 
The DJ-UBS commodity index was flat on the week with gains in energy and metals being off-
set by losses in agriculture, primarily the grain sector which was led by wheat.  
 

 



 

 
Physical buying reassures gold investors 
Gold spent the week consolidating further while trying to take a couple of stabs at the important 
1,800 USD/oz. level which so far stands in the way of further upside momentum. Resistance 
came from a better than expected US employment report and signs that producer selling was 
present during the week. We believe this selling will cease if and once the 1,800 level is broken 
as producers will then be looking for an opportunity to hedge production at higher levels. 
  
Support was provided by a weaker dollar following news from the European Central Bank that it 
is ready to begin purchasing bonds, thereby providing the stimulus it promised. This continues to 
be one of the major drivers behind rising metal prices. 
 

 
Spot Gold, USD/ounce – Source: Saxo Bank 
  
The physical market gave gold a boost with several sources talking about a long awaited pickup 
in demand from India, the world’s largest consumer, together with China, the second-largest. 
During the last month the price of gold measured in rupees has fallen by five percent and this 
combined with the upcoming Diwali or “festival of lights” beginning November 13, has led to a 
pick-up in physical sales, thereby further reassuring financial investors who have provided most 
of the support in recent weeks. 
 
Investment flows into gold continue with holdings in exchange traded funds having risen by 95 
metric tons (MT) during the last month to a new record of 2.565 MT according to Bloomberg. 
Hedge funds and other leverage investors have seen their net long exposure to gold through 
futures rise to 730 MT, a four-week increase of 210 MT.  
 



 

 
 
Platinum provides support as SA strike action spreads 
Additional support to precious metals, especially platinum, comes from South Africa where wild 
cat strikes continue to spread across the country with production of both platinum and gold now 
being affected. As a result, platinum has been the best performing metal over the last week as the 
production surplus continues to dwindle while it rightfully so continues to attract a risk premium. 
This has resulted in the discount to gold narrowing to a low of just 3.7 percent from a pre-strike 
peak of 16 percent.   
 
Oil markets stuck in battle between fundamentals and geo-politics 
Both Brent and WTI crude oils experienced huge swings over the last week as the battle between 
weak fundamentals and geo-political worries continued to pull the price in opposite directions. 
As we ended the week, the price of Brent was almost unchanged but had travelled almost USD 
10 in between. The price of WTI crude at one stage moved back below the psychological level of 
USD 90 per barrel on news from the US Energy Department that domestic crude production had 
risen to the highest level in more than 15 years while fuel consumption is declining. Brent crude 
moved back below its key pivot point of 112 dollars but found support ahead of the recent low at 
107.10 on the November futures contract and managed to outperform WTI once again, with the 
premium rising to a new record above 21 dollars/barrel.  
 
The sell-off was quickly reversed on Thursday when Brent crude surged the most in two months 
as focus returned to geo-political worries due to rising tensions between Syria and Turkey 
following a Syrian mortar attack which triggered a Turkish retaliation. Prices got a further boost 
as the dollar weakened against the euro following the bi-weekly ECB meeting where President 
Draghi announced that the bank was ready to commence buying the bonds of troubled Eurozone 
countries such as Spain under its Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) programme. A surge in 
the price of US gasoline also lent support to the oil market following a refinery fire in Texas and 
pipeline outages which have increased concerns about the availability of supplies, just as demand 
for heating oil is about to pick up. 
 
Range-bound conditions expected near term 
This above mentioned struggle between those believing that the global oil market is well 
supplied with stable demand outlook and those worried about escalating tensions in the Middle 



 

East look set to continue to set the tone over the coming weeks. In terms of price movements the 
most likely outcome of this will be continued range trading with support on Brent crude at 
107.10 USD/barrel and resistance at 113.80. Investors are still holding a predominantly net long 
position and will be keen to protect their positions, something which can be seen in the options 
market where volatility remains stubbornly high. 
 

 
Brent crude oil, November 2012, USD/barrel – Source: Saxo Bank 
 
Grains feel selling pressure 
The grain sector continued to suffer from selling pressure with especially wheat and soybean 
prices continuing to look for support. Wheat especially lost some support as Russia began selling 
grains from state stockpiles in order to contain recent domestic price rises and to a certain extent 
to assure its international buyers that restrictions or an outright export ban of wheat would not 
occur.  Soybeans lost ground on expectations for a late pickup in US yields following the just-in-
time arrival of rain back in August, while farmers in Argentina are expected to increase planting 
to a record in order to take advantage of current high prices. 
 
 
 
 
NON-INDEPENDENT INVESTMENT RESEARCH 
This investment research has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 
independence of investment research. Further it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. Saxo Bank, its affiliates or staff, may perform services for, solicit business 
from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives), of any 
issuer mentioned herein. 
 
None of the information contained herein constitutes an offer (or solicitation of an offer) to buy or sell any 
currency, product or financial instrument, to make any investment, or to participate in any particular trading 
strategy. This material is produced for marketing and/or informational purposes only and Saxo Bank A/S and its 
owners, subsidiaries and affiliates whether acting directly or through branch offices (“Saxo Bank”) make no 
representation or warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided 
herein. In providing this material Saxo Bank has not taken into account any particular recipient’s investment 
objectives, special investment goals, financial situation, and specific needs and demands and nothing herein is 



 

intended as a recommendation for any recipient to invest or divest in a particular manner and Saxo Bank assumes 
no liability for any recipient sustaining a loss from trading in accordance with a perceived recommendation. All 
investments entail a risk and may result in both profits and losses. In particular investments in leveraged products, 
such as but not limited to foreign exchange, derivatives and commodities can be very speculative and profits and 
losses may fluctuate both violently and rapidly. Speculative trading is not suitable for all investors and all recipients 
should carefully consider their financial situation and consult financial advisor(s) in order to understand the risks 
involved and ensure the suitability of their situation prior to making any investment, divestment or entering into 
any transaction. Any mentioning herein, if any, of any risk may not be, and should not be considered to be, neither 
a comprehensive disclosure or risks nor a comprehensive description such risks. Any expression of opinion may be 
personal to the author and may not reflect the opinion of Saxo Bank and all expressions of opinion are subject to 
change without notice (neither prior nor subsequent). 
 
Futures contracts are traded on margin enabling you to leverage a small margin deposit for a much greater 
market effect. You will be required to deposit initial margin to initiate a position. You must also maintain the 
Maintenance Margins listed per contract in your account at all times. If the funds in an account fall below this 
margin, clients will be subject to a margin call to either deposit more funds to cover positions or close positions. 
You will usually be notified of this through our trading platform and via e-mail. If you fail to do so as required, your 
position may be closed or liquidated. 
 
Saxo Bank does not support physical delivery of the underlying security on expiry of a futures contract. You should 
ensure that you are aware of the expiry and first notice dates (FND) of any futures contracts and that you close 
these at the appropriate time. If the FND is before the expiry date, positions need to be closed the day before the 
FND. If the expiry date is before the FND positions need to be closed no later than on the expiry date. If futures 
positions are not closed before the relevant date, Saxo Bank will close the position on your behalf at the first 
available opportunity at the prevailing market rate. You will bear any resulting costs, gains or losses. Our Futures 
do not provide any right to the underlying instruments.  
In certain cases, our, Futures are over-the-counter (OTC) instrument. Each Future trade that you enter into on our 
trading service results in you entering a contract with us; these contracts can only be closed with us and are not 
transferable to any other person. 
 
This means that you may be exposed to the risk of our default. In this unlikely event, we are members of the 
Danish Financial Services Compensation Scheme. 
 
The following risks relevant to any investment in this product: 
• There may be significant fluctuations in the market or index underlying this investment that may give rise 
to losses; 
• Investment will involve exposure to foreign currency exchanges rates which may move unfavourably and 
give rise to losses;  
• This investment is based on an underlying [instrument / index / market / etc.] that is potentially 
unpredictable and volatile.  
• There may be a sudden shift in the price of an underlying from one level to another and substantial losses 
may result from such movements in the underlying.  
• In setting prices and contract terms, we take into consideration the market or the markets for the relevant 
underlying instruments. Market conditions can change rapidly over a short period of time, so if you want to close 
out a contract we might not be able to do so on the same terms. 
• In considering the potential profit associated with any investment you should be aware of the costs and 
charges applicable to that product that will reduce such profitability. 
 
 
 
 
 
This communication refers to past performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
Indications of past performance displayed on this communication will not necessarily be repeated in the future. No 
representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those 
achieved in the past or that significant losses will be avoided. 
 
Statements contained on this communication that are not historical facts and which may be simulated past 
performance or future performance data are based on current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and 
beliefs of the Saxo Bank Group. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors, and undue reliance should not be placed thereon. Additionally, this communication may contain 'forward-
looking statements'. Actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially from those reflected or 
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 
 



 

This material is confidential and should not be copied, distributed, published or reproduced in whole or in part or 
disclosed by recipients to any other person. 
 
Any information or opinions in this material are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any 
jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be unlawful. The information in this document is not 
directed at or intended for “US Persons” within the meaning of the United States Securities Act of 1993, as 
amended and the United States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. 
 
This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank's Full Disclaimer available at www.saxobank.com/disclaimer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


